
Online Presence: 
An Important Part Of Your Job Search
Don't let your social media presence hurt your job search. Here are three personal 
branding tips to keep in mind.

Unless you've been consciously avoiding it, you currently have a social media presence (or brand) 
whether you like it or not. Your social media presence is essentially what someone sees when they look 
you up online. 

Much like diamonds, the internet is forever, so be aware that what you do and say out there in 
cyberspace can follow you throughout your career. 

When you apply for a job, your future employers will almost certainly do at least a cursory examination 
of your social media presence in the process of vetting your candidacy for employment. Because of 
this, there are three important personal branding tips you should consider about your social media 
presence:

1. Create a LinkedIn profile
Linked In has become an important recruitment tool. Both recruitment agencies and employer use it to 
search for potential talent and recently we have seen a huge increase of hiring managers review it 
prior to interviews.   The content you publish is just as important as the connections you have. More 
times than not, employers will look at who you are connected with.   Recommendations can also be a 
good tool for informal references.  

2. Evaluate consistency
Does your social media presence support your resume or vice versa? If not, this could be a big red flag 
to potential employers. Failing to update your profile or include details that are on your resume makes 
you look sloppy. Worse is if you have completely different jobs/dates listed.  You need to be updated 
your resume and linked in every 6 months. A good way to remember this is at the end of the year and 
at the end of the financial year.

3. Consider the content you post or share
Social media is all about connections and it's important to consider what doors you would like open 
and what doors you would like shut when posting content. If you are posting highly personal content, 
you may succeed in establishing a connection point with like-minded folks, but possibly closing a door 
with others. You need to evaluate which is more important and post content accordingly for building 
your personal brand.

It's also important to be mindful that unprofessional, hostile, illegal or unethical content anywhere, any 
time is never, ever, ever a good idea. Especially not on professional sites but even personal sites can 
be linked to you with very little effort. Resist the urge to post those party pics, no matter how fun they 
are. There is very little chance they will enhance your employability. Think of it this way – if you were 
working, would you want your boss to see those pictures? If no, keep them offline.

Use the personal branding tips above and take the time to clean up your social media profiles to 
ensure you present yourself as the best possible candidate for the job of your dreams.
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